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- The New York Times Book Review

"0 sons of Greece, go forward! Free your native soil. Free your children, your wives, the images of your fathers' gods, and the tombs of
your ancestors! Now the fight is for all that."
-AEsCHYLUS,The Persians (401-4)
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T'RE DROWNED
IT MUST BE a terrible thing to drown at sea-arms thrashing the waves,
lungs filling with brine, the body slowly growing heavy and numb; the
brain crackling and sparking as its last molecules of oxygen·are exhausted,
the final conscious sight of the dim and fading, unreachable sunlight far
above the rippling surface. By day's end in.late September 480 B.C.,'athird
of the sailors of the Persian fleet were now precisely in those awful last
moments of their existence. A few miles from the burned Athenian acropolis as many as 40,000 of Xerxes' imperial subjects were bobbing in the
depths and on the waves-the dead, the dying, and the desperate amid the
wrecks of more than two hundred triremes. All were doomed far from
Asiain the warm coastal waters of the Aegean, all destined for the bottom
of the Saronic Gulf. Their last sight on earth was a Greek.sunset over the
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mountains of Salamis-or their grim king perched far away on Mount
Aigaleos watching them sink beneath the waves. Unlike battle on terra
firma, where lethality is so often predicated on the technology of death,
and not the landscape of bafMfhself, war at sea is a primordial killer of
men, in which the ocean itself c~n wipe out thousands with~ut the aid of
either man or his weapons. At',Salamis most died from water in their
lungs, not steel in their bodies.
Originally either a Phoenician or an Egyptian invention, an ancient
trireme in battle was a rowing, not a sailing, ship. Usually, 170 sailors powered the vessel. An additional crew of thirty or so marines, archers, and
helmsmen crowded above on the decks. Unlike the oarsmen in later
European galleys, rowers sat in groups of three, one on top of another,
each one pulling a single oar of a standard length. The great strength of
the trireme's design was its extraordinary ratio between weight, speed,
and propulsion. The sleekness of the ship and the intricate arrangement
of the oarsmen made it possible for two hundred men in a few seconds to
reach speeds of nearly nine knots. That quickness and agility ensured that
its chief weapon-a two-pronged bronze ram fitted at the waterline of the
prow-could smash right through any ship on the seas. So complex was
the ancient design of vessel, oar, and sail that in the sixteenth century
when Venetian shipwrights attempted to duplicate the Athenian method
of oarage, the result was mostly unseaworthy galleys. Modern engineers
have still not mastered the ancient design, despite the use of advanced
computer technology and some 2,500 years of nautical expertise.
The trireme was also a fragile and vulnerable heavily laden craft that
put two hundred men out in the open water with little margin of safetythe oar ports of its bottom bank of rowers were a mere few feet above the
waterline. Unlike modern naval warfare, ancient ships offered scarcely any
time for the crew to evacuate. Most capsized almost instantaneously when
rammed in battle, since even a glancing blow could send water rushing
into the ship and quickly toss the crew into the sea. The sailors' only hope
was to make for land or to grab on to any debris that remained floating
from the wreckage. For rowers and marines who could not swim-and
such unfortunates were numerous in the ancient world and nearly without exception in the Persian fleet-death by drowning would come in seconds. It mattered little that most crews were not shackled like
sixteenth-century galley slaves, since triremes could turn over or fill with
water without much warning. The long robes of the Persians only made
things worse. The playwright Aeschylus, who was probably a veteran of
Salamis, eight years later wrote of their helplessness in the water: "The
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corpses qf the Persian loved ones, soaked with saltwater, were often submerged and tossed about lifeless in their long robes" (Persians 274-76).
Their burial water between the island of Salamis and the Attic mainland was a small strait, not much more than a mile wide. Like most great
sea battles of the preindustrial age, the respective fleets fought in sight of
land. The battle, involving more than 1,000 triremes, took place in only
about a square mile of sea, ensuring that the dead littered the ocean surface and washed up on the surrounding coast. Aeschylus recalls that "the
shores oflSalamis and all the neighboring coast are full of the bodies of
men who-perished by a wretched fate" (Persians 272-73).
Thousands of Egyptians, Phoenicians, Cilicians, and assorted Asians
were washed up on the shores of Salamis and Attica, a few marooned on
the wrecks of what was left of two hundred ships. Greek sailors finished
off the dying at sea with javelins and arrows. At the same time, heavy hoplite infantrymen scoured the beaches of Salamis harpooning the few
stranded survivors. Despite Aeschylus's claim that "the entire armada has
perished," hundreds of fleeing Persian ships managed to row past the carnage to safety, too terrified of the ordered lines of pursuing Greek
triremes to pick up their kindred. The Athenian architect of the victory,
the admiral Themistocles, after the battle purportedly walked along the
shore viewing the remains, and invited his men to plunder the gold and
silver froni the Persian corpses. According to Aeschylus, the bodies were
lacerated !:iythe surf and grotesquely gnawed by marine scavengers.
Salamis-the name is still synonymous with abstract ideals of freedom and "the rise of the West"-is not associated with a bloodbath.
Although no battle better deserves such an association, references to the
battle disasters during the Persian Wars evoke images of the final Spartan
contingenj at Thermopylae (480 B.C.), which was wiped out to the man,
King Leonidas, the leader of the famous 299 Spartans, decapitated and his
head impaled on a stake-or the Persians at Plataea (479 B.C.), who were
butchered percilessly by Spartan hoplites and sent fleeing into the croplands of Bpeotia. Yet at least two hundred imperial ships were rammed
and sunk ar Salamis. Most went down with their entire crews of two hundred rowers and auxiliaries, ensuring that at least 40,000 sailors drowned
and countless others were captured or killed as they washed up onshore.
Because the strait of Salamis is so narrow and the Persian armada was so
large-somewhere
between 600 and 1,200 ships-the dead were unduly
I
conspicuous and made a ghastly impression on the Persian king, Xerxes,
who vieweclthe battle from the nearby Attic heights.
Because the frenzied Greeks were determined to annihilate the occu-
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piers of their homeland, and since, as Herodotus points out, "the greater
part of the Barbarians drowned at sea because they did not know how to
swim," Salamis remains
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ship that had once been part of the fleet now tried to row its way to safety
through flight. But just as if our men were tunny-fish or some sort of net-

one of the most deadly battles in the entire his-

ted catch, the enemy kept pounding them and hacking them with broken

tory of naval warfare. More perished in the tiny strait than at Lepanto (ca.
40,000-50,000), all the dead of the Spanish Armada (20,000-30,000), the

oars and the flotsam from the wrecked ships. And so shrieks together with

and French together at Trafalgar (14,000), the British at Jutland
(6,784), or the Japanese at Midway (2,155). In contrast, only forty Greek

Spanish

triremes were lost, and we should imagine that the majority of those 8,000
Greeks who abandoned
their ships were saved. Herodotus says only a
"few" of the Greeks drowned,

the majority

swimming

across the strait to

safety. Rarely in the history of warfare has there occurred such a one-sided
catastrophe-and

rarely in the age before gunpowder

have so many been

slaughtered in a few hours.
The Greco-Persian Wars, which until the battle of Mycale were fought
exclusively in Europe, witnessed terrible butchery-none
more awful
than the thousands who drowned off the Attic coast. Drowning, in the
Greek mind, was considered

the worst of deaths-the

soul wandering

as

a shade, unable to enter Hades should his body not be found and given a
final proper commemoration.
Almost eighty years later the Athenian
court would execute its own successful generals after the sea victory at
Arginusae (406 B.C.), precisely for their failure to pick up survivors bobbing in the water-and
the idea that hundreds of Athenian husbands, fathers, and brothers
burial.

were decomposing

in the depths

without

proper

sobbing echoed over the open sea until the face of black night at last covered the scene. (Persians 419-29)
Many of these unfortunates
Bactrians, Phoenicians, Egyptians,
from

other

Greeks-who

tributary

states

were not Persians but conscripted
Cypriots, Carians, Cilicians, and men

of the vast

had voyaged to Salamis under

grand muster. The majority

empire-including
coercion

Ionian

as part of Xerxes'

who rowed had little say about the conditions

of their own participation,
and even less desire for fighting in the strait of
Salamis. Both Herodotus and Aeschylus relate that any hesitation on their
part to row out on the morning of September 28 meant summary execution. One of the most gruesome passages in all of classical literature is
Herodotus's account of Pythius the Lydian, who asked the Great King that
one of his five sons be allowed to remain behind to tend the old man
when the imperial forces left Asia for Greece. In answer, Xerxes had
Pythius's favorite boy dismembered-his
torso on one side of the roadway, legs on the other-so

that the vast conscripted

army who trudged

between the mutilated and decaying parts for hours on end might learn
the wages of disobedience. One of the ironies of Salamis is that the heroic

were Xerxes' 40,000 sailors thrashing about in the strait of
Salamis? Almost all of them are lost to the historical record. We know only

Greek resistance, waged to thwart Persian aggression and preserve Greek
freedom, actually resulted in the slaughter of thousands of reluctant allied
Asian sailors. Under penalty of death, they fought as Xerxes watched the

a few names of the elite and well connected,

sea battle from his throne on Mount Aigaleos above=-his secretary nearby

Who

sources.

Herodotus

Ariabignes,
generals

and then only from Greek

singles out only King Xerxes' brother

and admiral,

who went down with his ship. Aeschylus has a roll call of dead

and admirals:

Artembares

Silenia"; Dadaces "speared

"dashed

as he jumped

against the cruel shore of

from his vessel"; the remains

of

the Bactrian lord Tenagon "lapping about the island of Ajax"; and so on.
He goes on to name more than a dozen other leaders whose corpses were
floating in the channel. In a particularly gruesome passage, presented on
the Athenian
Persian

stage a mere eight years after the battle, the playwright

messenger

describe the human

has a

mess:

The hulls of our ships rolled over, and it was no longer possible to glimpse
the sea, strewn as it was with the wrecks of warships and the debris of what
had been men. The shores and the reefs were full of our dead, and every

to record his subjects'
ments to follow.

gallantry

and cowardice

for rewards

A decade earlier, 6,400 Persians died at Marathon

and punish-

during Darius's ill-

fated initial invasion. Just weeks before Salamis, more than 10,000 imperial troops were sacrificed in the Persians' "victory" at Thermopylae to
break the Hellenic resistance and open the pass into Greece, And at
Artemisium near the pass, a storm may have sunk more than two hundred
Persian ships, resulting in nearly as many drowned as at Salamis. In the
following autumn

another

50,000 subjects of Xerxes would die at Plataea,

and yet 100,000 more during the last retreat out of Greece. A quarter million of the king's troops were thus to perish in a vain attempt to take away
the freedom of a tiny Balkan country of less than 50,000 square miles.
The end 'of the Persian Wars signaled not merely a setback for Persia
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but a catastrophic loss of imperial manpower as well. "Divine Salamis," as
the Greeks commemorated the sea victory, was fought for "the freedom of
the Greeks." The price of that liberation was the mass slaughter of a host
of peoples who had come under the whip, not out of religious, ethnic, or
cultural hatred of Hellenic culture. Because none of Xerxes' dead were free
citizens in a free society, we understandably know almost nothing about
them. There is no Persian play devoted to their memory. No Persian historian, as Herodotus had done at Thermopylae, Salamis, and Plataea,
wrote down the names of the brave. Xerxes issued no civic decree from
Persepolis offering commemoration for their sacrifice. Neither public
cenotaph nor mournful elegy recorded their loss. We owe it to those
anonymous and largely innocent dead to keep in mind that the story of
Salamis is mostly the daylong saga of 40,000 men thrashing, shrieking,
and sobbing as they slowly sank to the bottom off the Attic coast. As Lord
Byron dryly wrote of the unnamed "they":
A king sate on the rocky brow
Which looks o'er sea-born Salamis
And ships, by thousands, lay below,
And men in nations;-all were his!
He counted them at break of dayAnd when the sun set where were they?
(Don Juan, 86.4)

THE ACHAEMENIDS

AND FREEDOM

The Persian Empire at the time of the battle of Salamis was huge-l million square miles of territory, with nearly 70 million inhabitants-at that
point the largest single hegemony in the history of the civilized world. In
contrast, Greek-speakers on the mainland numbered less than 2 million
and occupied about 50,000 square miles. Persia was also a relatively young
sovereignty, less than a hundred years old, robust in its period of greatest
power-and largely the product of the genius of its legendary king Cyrus
the Great. In a period of not more than thirty years (ca. 560-530 B.C.),
Cyrus had transformed the rather small and isolated Persian monarchy
(Parsua in what is now Iran and Kurdistan) into a world government. He
finally presided over the conquered peoples of most of Asia-ranging
from the Aegean Sea to the Indus River, and covering most of the territory
between the Persian Gulf and Red Sea in the south and the Caspian and
Aral Seas to the north.
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After the subsequent loss of the Ionian Greek states on the shores of
the Aegean, the mainland Greeks grew familiar with this huge and sophisticated empire now expanding near its eastern borders. What the
Greeks learned of Persia-as would be the later European experience with
the Ottbmans-both
fascinated and frightened them. Later an entire series of Igifted politicians and renegade intriguers such as Dernaratus,
Themistocles, and Alcibiades would aid the Persians against their own
Greek kin, and yet at the same time loathe their hosts for appealing
nakedly to their personal greed. In a similar manner Italian admirals, ship
designers, and tacticians would later seek lucrative employment with the
Ottomans. Greek moralists, in relating culture and ethics, had long
equated] Hellenic poverty with liberty and excellence, Eastern affluence
with slavery and decadence. So the poet Phocylides wrote, "The law-biding polis, though small and set on a high rock, outranks senseless
Nineveh" (frg. 4).
By the time of the reign of Darius I (521-486 B.C.) Persia was a relatively stable empire, governed by the so-called Achaemenid monarchy
that oversaw a sophisticated provincial administration of some twenty
satrapies, Persian governors collected taxes, provided musters for national
campaigns, built and maintained national roads and an efficient royal
. postal service, and in general left local conquered peoples the freedom to
worship their own gods and devise their own means for meeting targeted
levels of Imperial taxation. To the Greeks, who could never unify properly
their own vastly smaller mainland, the Achaemenids' confederation of an
entire cortinent raised the specter of a force of men and resources beyond
their c09prehension.
Wh~i mystified Westerners most-we can pass over their prejudicial
view of Easterners as soft, weak, and effeminate-was
the Persian
Empire's hlmost total cultural antithesis to everything Hellenic, from politics and rilitary practice to economic and social life. Only a few miles of
sea separated Asia Minor from the Greek islands in the Aegean, but despite a similar climate and centuries of interaction, the two cultures were
a world apart. This foreign system had resulted not in weakness and decadence, as the Greeks sometimes proclaimed, but ostensibly in relatively efficient i~perial administration and vast wealth: Xerxes was on the
Athenian 'acropolis, the Greeks (not yet) in Persepolis. An awe-inspiring
impressioh of Persian power was what Greeks gleaned from itinerant
traders, t~eir own imported Eastern chattel slaves, communication from
their Ionib brethren, the thousands of Greek-speakers who found employment lin the Persian bureaucracy, and random tales from returning
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mercenaries. The success of the Achaemenid dynasty suggested that there
were peoples in the world-and in increasing proximity to Greece-who
did things far differently, and in the process became far more wealthy and
prosperous than the Greeks.
The absolute rule of millions was in the hands of a very few. The king
and his small court of relatives and advisers (their Persian titles variously
translate as "bow carrier," "spear bearer," "king's friends," "the king's benefactor," "the eyes and ears of the king," etc.) oversaw the bureaucracy and
priesthood, which thrived from the collection of provincial taxes and
ownership of vast estates, while a cadre of Persian elites and Achaemenid
kin ran the huge multicultural army. There was apparently no abstract or
legal concept of freedom in Achaemenid Persia. Even satraps were referred to as slaves in imperial correspondence: "The King of Kings, Darius
son of Hystapes, says these things to his slave Gadatas: 'I learn that you are
not obeying my commands in all respects .. .' " (R. Meiggs and D. Lewis,
eds., Greek Historical Inscriptions, #12, 1-5). The Achaemenid monarch
was absolute and, though not divine himself, the regent of the god Ahura
Mazda on earth. The practice of proskynesis-kneeling
before the Great
King-was required of all subjects and foreigners. Aristotle later saw this
custom of worshiping men as gods as proof of the wide difference between Eastern and Hellenic notions of individualism, politics, and religion. Whereas the victorious Greek generals of the Persian Wars-the
regent Pausanias in Sparta, Miltiades and Themistocles at Athens-were
severely criticized for identifying their persons with the Greek triumph,
Xerxes, when attempting to cross a choppy Hellespont, had the sea
whipped and "branded" for "disobeying" his orders.
Legal codes exist in every civilization. Under the Persians, local judiciaries were left in place at Lydia, Egypt, Babylonia, and Ionia-with the
proviso that Achaemenid law superseded all statutes, and was established
and amended as the Great King himself saw fit. Every man bobbing in the
water on September 28 had no legal entity other than as a bandaka, or
"slave," of Xerxes-a concept taken from the earlier Babylonian idea that
the individual was an ardu, a "chattel," of the monarch.
Contrarily, in Greece by the fifth century almost all political leaders in
the city-states were selected by lot, elected, or subject to annual review by
an elected council. No archon claimed divine status; execution by fiat was
tantamount to murder; and the greatest vigilance was devoted to preventing the resurgence of tyrants, who had plagued a number of the most
prosperous and commercial Greek states in the immediate past. Even per-
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sonal slaves and servants in Greek city-states were often protected from
arbitrary torture and murder. These were not alternative approaches to
state rule, but fundamental differences in the idea of personal freedom
that would help determine who lived and died at Salamis.
The. Persian imperial army was huge and commanded at the top by
relatives and elites under oath to the king. At its core were professional
Persian infantrymen-the
so-called Immortals were the most famousand various contingents of subsidiary heavy and light infantry, supported
by vast forces of cavalry, charioteers, and missile troops. In battle the army
depended on its speed and numbers. In place of a heavily armed shock
force of pikemen that could shatter horsemen and ground troops, Persian
infantrymen were often conscripted from hundreds. of different regions,
spoke dozens of languages, and were armed with swords, daggers, short
spears, picks, war axes, and javelins, and protected by wicker shields,
leather jerkins, and occasionally chain-mail shirts. Drill, strict adherence
to rank and file, and coordinated group advance and retreat were largely
unknown. The Greeks' dismissive view about the quality of Persian heavy
infantry was largely accurate. Some years later, in the early fourth century,
Antiochos, a Greek ambassador from Arcadia, said there was not a man fit
in Persia for battle against Greeks. There was no need during the creation
of the Persian Empire on the steppes of Asia to field phalanxes of citizen
hoplites outfitted in seventy-pound panoplies.
The Achaemenid king was not always perched on a throne overlooking the killing ground-like Xerxes at Thermopylae and Salamis-but
more regularly fought in a great chariot, surrounded by bodyguards, in
the middle of the Persian battle line: both the safest and most logical
position whence to issue orders. Greek historians made much of the obvious dissimilarity: Persian monarchs fled ahead of their armies in defeat,
while there is not a single major Greek battle- Thermopylae, Delium,
Mantinea, Leuctra-in which Hellenic generals survived the rout of their
troops. Military catastrophe brought no reproach upon the Achaemenid
king himself; subordinates like the Phoenicians at Salamis were scapegoated and executed. In contrast, there was also not one great Greek general in the entire history of the city-state- Themistocles, Miltiades,
Pericles, Alcibiades, Brasidas, Lysander, Pelopidas, Epaminondas-who
was not at some time either fined, exiled, or demoted, or killed alongside
his troops. Some of the most successful and gifted commanders after their
greatest victories-the Athenian admirals who won at Arginusae (406
B.C.), or Epaminondas on his return from liberating the Messenian helots
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trial for their lives, not so much on charges of cow-

ardice or incompetence

as for inattention

to the welfare of their men or

While
Achaerrrenid

there

were

imperial

the looters and plunderers

the lack of communication
with their civilian overseers.
In such a vast domain as Persia, there were in theory thousands of individuallandholders
and private businessmen, but the economic and cul-

tons of stored bullion

tural

treasuries, provincial

contrast

with fifth-century

Greece was again telling.

In classical

Athens we do not know of a single farm larger than one hundred

acres,

vast

stagnation

state

mints

in

administration-borne
in Alexander

remained
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Persia,

our

sources

for

out by the later arrival of
the Great's army-suggest

uncoined

that

and that there was a chronic

in the Persian economy. With metals on deposit

in imperial

taxes were more often paid in kind as "gifts"-food,

livestock, metals, slaves, property-rather

than in specie, illustrative

of

and later during the
of acres in size. One of

high taxes and an undeveloped
the initial rampant expansion

moneyed economy. One of the reasons for
and inflation of the later Hellenistic world

Xerxes' relatives might own more property than every rower in the
Persian fleet combined. Most of the best land in the empire was under di-

(323-31: B.C.) was the sudden

conversion

whereas in Asia-both
under the Achaemenids
Hellenistic dynasties-estates
exceeded thousands

rect control of priests, who sharecropped
their domains to serfs, and absentee Persian lords, who often owned entire villages. The Persian king
himself, in theory, had title to all the land in the empire and could either
exercise rights of confiscation

of any estate he wished or execute its owner

by fiat.
Greece itself had plenty of its own hierarchies

concerning

property

owning, but the difference lay in the posture of a consensual government
toward the entire question of land tenure. Public or religiously held estates were of limited size and relatively rare-comprising
not more than
5 percent of the aggregate land -surrounding
a polis. Property was rather
equitably held. Public auctions of repossessed farmland were standard,
and prices at public sales low and uniform. Lands in new colonies were
surveyed and distributed by lot or public sale, never handed over to a few
elites. The so-called hoplite infantry class typically owned farms of about
ten acres. In most city-states they made up about a third to half of the citizen population
land-a
pattern
day California,

and controlled
of landholding

about two-thirds of all the existing arable
far more egalitarian than, say, in present-

where 5 percent of the landowners

own 95 percent

of all

agricultural property.
No Greek citizen could be arbitrarily executed without a trial. His
property
was not liable to confiscation
except by vote of a council,
whether that be a landed boule in broadly based oligarchies or a popular
ekklesia under democracy. In the Greek mind the ability to hold property
freely-have
legal title to it, improve it, and pass it on-was
the foundation of freedom. While such classical agrarian traditions would erode during the later Roman Empire and the early Dark Ages, with the creation of
vast absentee
abandoned,

estates and ecclesiastical
but rather still provided

fiefdoms, the ideal would

the basis for revolution

form in the West from the Renaissance

to the present day.

not be

and rural re-

of precious

Achaernenid vaults into readily coined moriey
Successdr kings, who, in transforming
a command
capitalist one, hired out thousands
Persian literature-a

corpus

metals stored in the
by the Macedonian
economy to a more

of builders, shippers,
of drama,

from re*gious or political stricture-did

philosophy,

and mercenaries.
or poetry

apart

not exist. True, Zoroastrianism

was a fascinating metaphysical inquiry, but its reason to be was religious,
and thuh the parameters of its thought were one with all holy treatises,
embedded as it was with a zeal that precluded unlimited speculation and
true free expression. History-the
Greeks' idea of free inquiry, in which
the records and sources of the past are continually subject to questioning
and evaluation as part of an effort to provide a timeless narrative of explicatiori=-was also unknown among the Persians, at least in any widely
disseminated form. The nearest approximation
was the public inscriptions of the Achaemenids themselves, in which a Darius I or Xerxes published h~s own res gestae:

i
A gre<ljtgod is Ahura Mazda, who created this earth, who created man, who
create~ peace for man, who made Xerxes king, one king of many, one lord
of ma~y. I am Xerxes, the great king, king of kings, king of lands containing many men, king in this great earth far and wide, son of Darius the king,
an Achaemenid, a Persian, so of a Persian, an Aryan, of Aryan seed. (A.
Olmst~ad, History of the Persian Empire, 231)

!
Thefemperor
Augustus issued similar proclamations
in imperial
Rome, b t there were still a Suetonius, Plutarch, and Tacitus eventually to
set the ecord straight. Just as the Ottomans would later bar printing
presses throughout
their empire in fear of free expression, the idea of
public diticism of the Achaemenids
erally u~known.
All Rersian texts-whether

through

written

public inscriptions,

documents

was lit-

palace inventories,

or
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sacred tracts-concern
the king, his priests, and bureaucrats at large, and
confine themselves to government and religion. Even if other avenues of
public expression had existed, the Persian victory at Thermopylae could
not have been portrayed onstage or remembered in poetry without the
approval of Xerxes-and not without Xerxes as chief protagonist in the
triumph. The commemoration of the Persian victory in Bactria proves
that well enough: "Says Xerxes the king: When I became king, there was
within these lands which are written above one which was restless.
Afterward Ahura Mazda brought me help. By the favor of Ahura Mazda I
smote that land and put it in its place" (A. Olmstead, History of the Persian
Empire, 231).
Persian religion was not as absolutist as that in Egypt, inasmuch as
the Achaemenids were agents of Ahura Mazda, not divinities per se.
Nevertheless, royal power was predicated on divine right, imperial edict
was considered a holy act. So the constant refrain of all the Achaemenid
kings: "Of me is Ahura Mazda, of Ahura Mazda am 1."When Alexander
the Great learned to say the same thing, even his most loyal Macedonian
lords began to plot either an assassination, a coup, or a return to Greece.
Conquered peoples of the Persian Empire like the Babylonians and Jews,
however, at the local level were left to worship their own gods. Because no
culture in the conquered East had any tradition of religion apart from
politics, or even embraced the ideal of religious diversity, most Persian
subjects considered the Achaemenid religious-political relationship not
any different from their own-and if anything more tolerant.
That being said, there were numerous castes of holy men who not
only enjoyed political power as agents of the king but also sought vast
acreages to support their work. The official white-robed magi were employed by the monarchy as religious auditors in public ceremony and to
ensure the piety of the imperial subjects. Mathematics and astronomy
were advanced, but ultimately they were subject to religious scrutiny and
used to promote in a religious context the arts of divination and prophesy. A humanist such as Protagoras ("Man is the measure of all things")
or an atheist rationalist like Anaxagoras ("Whatever has life, both the
greater and smaller, Mind [nous] controls them all ... whatsoever things
are now and will be, Mind arranged them all") could not have prospered
under the Achaemenids. Such freethinking in Persia might arise only
through imperial laxity; and if discovered, was subject to immediate imperial censure. The classical Greeks were as pious as the Persians, but
when conservative citizens rallied to rid their cities of atheistic provoca-
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teurs, they first sought a majority decree of the people or at least the semblance of an open jury trial.
If in the past Western historians have relied on Greek authors such as
Aeschylus, Herodotus, Xenophon, Euripides, Isocrates, and Plato to form
stereotypes of the Persians as decadent, effete, corrupt, and under the spell
of eunuchs and harems, the careful examination of imperial archives and
inscriptions of the Achaemenids should warn us of going too far in the
other direction. The Persian army at Salamis was not decadent or effeminate, but it did constitute a complete alternate universe to almost everything Greek. All things considered, there was no polis to the east.
Achaemenid Persia-like Ottoman Turkey or Montezuma's Aztecs-was
a vast two-tiered society in which millions were ruled by autocrats, audited by theocrats, and coerced by generals.
THE PERSIAN

WARS AND THE STRATEGY

OF SALAMIS

Salamis was the central battle in the clash of two entirely different cultures, one enormous, wealthy, and imperial, the other small, poor, and decentralized. The former drew its enormous strength from the taxes,
manpower, and obedience that a centralized palatial culture can so well
command; the latter from the spontaneity, innovation, and initiative that
arise exclusively in small, autonomous, and free communities of lifelong
peers. Contemporary Greeks themselves believed that the course of the
war hinged mostly on a question of absolute values. Indeed, they felt that
it centered on their own strange idea of freedom, or eleutheria-theirs
to
keep, Xerxes' to take away. The war, in their eyes, would hinge on how
much freedom was worth and to what degree it might trump the king's
enormous advantages in numbers, material wealth, and military experience. The Athenian infantry's triumph at Marathon ten years earlier had
stopped cold a local punitive incursion of Darius, a day's battle that saw
Athens and Plataea alone of the Greeks take the field. That initial Persian
expeditionary force of 490 B.C. was not large by later standards-at most,
30,000 invading troops were pitted against a little more than 10,000
Greeks. Xerxes' subsequent muster, however, was a different army altogether.
Thermopylae, fought a decade after Marathon, was a terrible defeat-sfor all its gallantry and talk of Greek freedom perhaps the greatest loss in
the entire history of PanheIIenic operations, and one of the few times in
history that an Asian army would. defeat a Western force inside Europe.
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The nearly simultaneous sea battle at Artemesium was at best a strategic
Greek withdrawal. Hence in any analysis of why the Greeks won the
Persian Wars, we are left to consider just two pivotal victories of the conflict: Salamis and the subsequent infantry battle of Plata ea.
Mycale (August 479 B.C.), fought off the coast of Ionia in Asia Minor
at or near the same time as Plataea, inaugurates a period of Greek expansion into the Aegean Sea, rather than a defense of the Greek mainland per
se. Yet Mycale was made possible only by the previous victory at Salamis.
Plataea, fought in a small valley about ten miles south of Thebes almost a
year after the Greeks' mastery at Salamis, was a magnificent Greek triumph, resulting in the destruction of the remaining Persian infantry in
the field and marking the final expulsion of the king's infantry forces from
Greece. Yet that landmark battle-where the Persian general Mardonius
was killed and most of the remaining Persians slaughtered or scatteredis understood only in the context of the tactical, strategic, and spiritual
success of Salamis the September before, which energized the Greeks to
press on with the war. The Persians subsequently at Plataea fought without King Xerxes, his battered armada, and some of his best Persian troops
that had either drowned at Salamis or fled to Persian territory nearly a
year earlier after their naval defeat at Salamis. There was to be no supporting Persian fleet for Mardonius's infantry off the coast of eastern
Boeotia-it was either on the bottom of the channel off Salamis or long
ago dispersed to the East. In addition, there may have been more Greek
infantry at Plataea-60,000 to 70,000 hoplites and even more light-armed
soldiers-than
would ever marshal in one army again in Greek history.
Herodotus believed that more than 110,000 combined Hellenic troops
were present. Thus, the Persians fought at Plataea in summer 479 B.C. as a
recently defeated force, without the overwhelming numerical superiority
they enjoyed at Salamis and without their king and his enormous fleet. At
Plataea the invaders could not be reinforced by sea or land. The confident
Greeks, in contrast, poured into the small Boeotian plain, convinced that
their Persian enemies were retreating from Attica, demoralized from their
defeat at Salamis, and abandoned by their political and military leadership.
How different things were a year earlier at Salamis-and how difficult
it is for the historian to fathom how the Greeks could actually win! After
evacuating its countryside and city, Athens-its recently constructed fleet
of two hundred ships composed two-thirds of the Greek contingent-was
unwilling to fight one yard farther south. Nearly all the Athenian citizenry
had been evacuated to Salamis proper, Aegina, and Troezen in the Argolid.
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Thus, by September 480 B.C., for the Greeks to sail a league southward
from Ithe Saronic Gulf was to abandon the civilian refugees of Attica to
Xerxes' troops-and
essentially to end the idea of Athens itself, which,
with the loss of Salamis, would now not possess a single inch of native
soil. ':If you do not do these things [fight at Salamis]," Themistocles
warned his Peloponnesian allies, "then we quite directly shall take up our
households
and sail over to Siris in Italy, a place which has been ours from
,
ancient times, and at which the oracles inform us that we should plant a
colony.And the rest of you, bereft of allies such as ourselves, will have reason to remember my words" (Herodotus 8.62.). Greeks fought for freedom in the Persian Wars, but there were astute statesmen in the
Pelopqnnese who wished to postpone their final reckoning with Xerxes
until there was no other alternative and all the other city-states had first
committed their final reserves in this war of Armageddon.
AtSalamis most Greeks conceded that the further participation of the
refugee Athenians, still the greatest sea.power of the Panhellenic alliance,
hinged.on two prerequisites: a sea battle had to be fought immediately after the ievacuation of Attica; and it had to be waged in a buffer area between the Persians and the Athenians' own vulnerable civilian population.
A September fight off Salamis was thus the only alternative to retain
Athenian participation, the foundation of the alliance. All other northern
Greeks.iwith minor exceptions, had not only ceased resistance once their
homeland was overwhelmed, but actually supplied troops to Xerxes'
cause. the Athenians' threat to sail westward was no mere boast: they
really did mean to abandon the cause should the southern Greeks not
make a last effort of resistance at Salamis.
ThelAthenians had evacuated Athens because their 10,000 or so heavy
hoplite ~nfantrymen were no match for the Persian horde. After the
slaughter at Thermopylae, no PanheIIenic hoplite force was eager to marshal in the Attic plain to defend the city against a victorious enemy that
was now swelled by the medizing Greeks of Thessaly and Boeotia. True,
most Greeks still preferred decisive battle, preferably on land and by heavy
infantry. IYet until Xerxes' source of naval support, transport, and allied
help were ruined, any such spectacular last stand would result in little
more than Greek slaughter. One heroic catastrophe at Thermopylae for
the time ras enough, as most realized that the existence of an enormous
Persian enemy fleet meant that any Greek land defense might be outflanked from the rear through naval landings, while the loss of Boeotia
had eliminated a pool of some of the best hoplites on the Greek mainland.
Ther, are no large islands immediately off the Hellenic coast to the
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south between Salamis and the Isthmus of Corinth or along the northeastern shore of the Argolid peninsula, no narrows and inlets that might

reason, as Herodotus

have offered the outnumbered

along the coast of the Peloponnese.

and "heavier" Greek fleet a confined

chan-

nel in which to offset the numerical advantage of the Persian armada.
Even if the Athenians could have been convinced to fight to the south of
Salamis, transporting
those refugees on Aegina and Salamis southward to
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foresaw, that it would have failed. An intact Persian

fleet could easily have landed

troops

to the rear of the Greek army all

The last hope of Hellenic civilization to defeat an empire twenty times

of defense:

larger than its own was to force a battle at Salamis. The slim chance of victory lay largely with the strategic and tactical genius of Themistocles and
the courage and audacity of the sailors of the Panhellenic fleet, who were

a sea battle in the open waters to the south or a suicidal land defense behind the fortifications of the isthmus itself. Neither offered hope of vic-

fighting for their freedom and the survival of their families. The problem,
however, was that throughout
480 B.C. free Greeks continued to bicker,

tory.

vote, and threaten

join those already on Troezen, there were only two alternatives

each other, all the while unfree Persians annexed even

to his fellow

more of their native soil. This freedom to explore different strategies, de-

Greek generals in which he rejected such a naval engagement off Corinth:
"If you engage the enemy at the Isthmus, you will fight in open waters,

bate tactics, and listen to complaints of the sailors was raucous and not
pretty, but when the battle itself got under way, the Greeks, not the

where it is to our worst advantage,

Persians,
Salamis.

Herodotus

reports

a pre-battle

speech of Themistocles

inasmuch

as our ships are heavier and

less in number. In addition, you will forfeit Salamis, Megara, and Aegina
even if we should win a victory there" (8.60). In contrast, Themistocles
added,

a fight at Salamis would

keep their enemies

ensure

from approaching

that the Peloponnesians
the isthmus

had at last discovered

might

the best way to fight in the strait

THE

BATTLE

and thus far distant

from their own territory. Victory at Salamis might save Athens and the
Peloponnese. Even success at the isthmus was too late for the salvation of

Had the 40,000 who drowned and their surviving comrades succeeded,
there would have been no autonomous
Greece, and Western civilization

Attica. The key for the Greek defense was to keep its two greatest powers,

itself would have been aborted

Athens

some sense the last chance of the fragile Greek coalition

and Sparta, free and committed

fense.
Mnesiphilius,

an Athenian,

to the spirit of Panhellenic

earlier warned Themistocles

de-

that, should

the Greeks not fight at Salamis, there was little chance that the Panhellenic
armada
would again assemble as one fleet, even at the isthmus.
"Everyone,"

Mnesiphilius

states, and neither
them

together,

predicted,

Eurybiades

"will withdraw

to their

own city-

nor any other man will be able to hold

but rather the armada

of

will break apart" (8.57). For that

in its two-century

before his forces occupied

the nearby Peloponnese

final conquest of mainland

Greece. The Athenian

infancy. Salamis was in
to thwart Xerxes

and so completed

his

refugees were huddled

in makeshift quarters on the nearby islands of Salamis and Aeginaand on
the coast of the Argolid, their very culture on the verge of extinction. We
must remember that when Salamis was fought, the Athenians had already
.lost their homeland.

The battle was an effort not to save, but to reclaim,

their ancestral ground.

though fearing for her life, advise the Persians to avoid Salamis, wait, and
gradually head south by land to the isthmus. She argued that a sea battle
at Salamis would be the only chance of the squabbling Greeks to unite

Unfortunately, our ancient sources-the
historian Herodotus and the
playwright Aeschylus, along with much later accounts from the Roman
period by Plutarch, Diodorus, and Nepos-tell
us almost nothing about
the battle itself, but do suggest that the reconstituted
Greek fleet was out-

against the Persian onslaught.
The Peloponnesian
Greeks in Herodotus's

numbered by at least two to one and perhaps by as much as three or even
four to one. We are not sure how many ships were present at the battle on

reason,

Herodotus

makes Queen Artemisia,

to the idea of a land defense and hurriedly
their admirals

one of Xerxes' admirals,

al-

account clung stubbornly
fortified

the isthmus

debated at Salamis. Not only would the Athenian

while

fleet have

been reluctant to participate in such an effort of the Peloponnesian
states
when Athens's entire population was enslaved-its
ships would have been
of little value anyway in a fight behind

fortifications-but

there is good

either side-given
prior losses at the first sea battle at Artemesium weeks
earlier and subsequent reinforcements-but
there must have been somewhere between 300 and 370 Greek vessels arrayed

against a Persian ar-

mada of well over 600 warships. Both Aeschylus and Herodotus, however,
were certain that the Persian armada was even larger, numbering more
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than 1,000 ships and 200,000 seamen. If they are correct, Salamis involved
the greatest

number

of combatants

in anyone

engagement

\,

i

history of naval warfare.
Most ancient observers also remark that the sailors of the Greek fleet
were less experienced than those of the imperial Persian flotilla, who were
veteran rowers from Phoenicia, Egypt, Asia Minor, Cyprus, and Greece itself. The Athenian
hundred
sciently

rammed

maritime

their

experience,

triremes

as spirited

Greek rowers
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fooled Xerxes about the real Greek intent. Throughout
our brief ancient
descriptions,
the common theme is Greek discipline in attack-ships
ad-

military characteristics

vancing in order, as crews methodically rowed, backwatered, and rammed
on command-contrasted
with the chaos and disruption of the Persians,
who vainly tried to board Greek triremes at random and kill the crews.
The battle was fought for perhaps eight hours sometime between

mere few thousand troops, could do in Asia what Xerxes with hundreds
of thousands could not in Europe.
All that being said, the Greeks who rammed the enemy head-on at
Salamis believed that freedom (eleutheria) had proved to be the real key

September 20 and 30, but most likely September 28. By nightfall the ships
of the Persian fleet were either sunk or scattered, and the morale of the invading sailors lost. Most enemy vessels were sunk by ramming, as Greek
triremes darted in and out of the clumsy Persian formations, which

tively better fighters than the Persians-e-or any other unfree tribe, people,
or state to the west as well as east-breeding
in them a superior morale
and greater incentive to kill the enemy. Aeschylus and Herodotus are clear

quickly became dispersed as national contingents operated independently
and in their own interests. Although in theory the fleeing enemy still outnumbered the Greek fleet, the Persian armada was no longer battleworthy, with more than 100,000 imperial sailors killed, wounded, missing,

on this. While we are not so interested in their respective descriptions of
Persian customs and motivations, which are often secondhand and can be
biased, both authors are believable in reflecting what the Greeks believed
was at stake at Salamis.

dispersed, or sailing back across the Aegean.
Within a few days Xerxes himself began

The moral drawn by Herodotus, for example, is unmistakable:
free
citizens are better warriors, since they fight for themselves, their families

the march

home

to the

Hellespont, accompanied
by 60,000 infantry and leaving behind his surrogate commander,
Mardonius, with a still enormous force to continue
the struggle
ately declared
a few months

on the Greek mainland

the next year. The Greeks immedi-

victory. The Athenians would soon reoccupy Attica. Within
Hellenic infantrymen streamed in from aU over Greece to

finish off the Persian land forces, who had retired northward
and were camped

into Boeotia

at Plataea.

ELEUTHERIA
Free Seamen
The outnumbered,

at Salamis

poor, and beleaguered

Greeks of 480 B.C., as is the lot

of the invaded in all wars, still had some intrinsic advantages over the
Persians: knowledge of local terrain, favorable logistics, and the possibility of using fortifications
to offset the numbers of their opponents.
Herodotus also makes much of the superior bronze panoply of the Greek
infantrymen
that proved so critical at the land battles of Marathon,
Thermopylae,
and Plataea. The Persians themselves seemed dumbfounded by the Greek willingness to seek out an all-destructive decisive
battle, especially the terrifying propensity of the phalanx for shock collisions. They had no concept of the Greek discipline that put a premium on
close-order fighting, in which the warrior's prime directive was to stay in
rank, rather

than kill great numbers

of the enemy. Those innate Western

would resurface in the next century, and they help

to explain why a European

Xenophon,

Agesilaus, and Alexander,

to their victory. Freedom, they believed, had made their warriors

with a

qualita-

and property, not for kings, aristocrats, or priests. They accept a greater
degree of discipline than either coerced or hired soldiers. After Marathon
(490 B.C.), Herodotus makes the point that the Athenians fought much
better under their newly won democracy than during the long reign of the
Peisistratid tyrants: "As long as the Athenians were ruled by a despotic
government, they had no better success at war than any of their neighbors. Once the yoke was flung off, they proved the finest fighters in the
world." Herodotus explains why this is so: in the past "they battled less
than their best because they were working for a master; but as free men
each individual person wanted to achieve something for himself" (5.78).
When asked why the Greeks did not come to terms with Persia at the
outset, the Spartan envoys tell Hydarnes, the military
Western provinces, that the reason is freedom:

commander

of the

Hydarnes, the advice you give us does not arise from a full knowledge of
our situation. You are knowledgeable about only one half of what is involved; the other half is a blank to you. The reason is that you understand
well enough what slavery is, but freedom you have never experienced, so
you do not know if it tastes sweet or not. If you ever did come to experience it, you would advise us to fight for it not with spears only, but with
axes too. (Herodotus 7.135)
Aeschylus, as the chapter epigraph
Greeks went to battle at Salamis exhorting

indicates, suggested that the
each other to "Free your native
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soil. Free your children, your wives, the images of your fathers' gods, and
the tombs of your ancestors!" (Persians 402-5). After the victory at
Salamis the Athenians
missal: "We ourselves

turned down all offers of mediation with a curt disknow well the power of the Persian is many times

that of our own; it is not necessary to taunt us on that account.
Nevertheless, out of our zeal for our freedom, we shall defend ourselves in
any way that we are able" (Herodotus

8.143). To the Greeks freedom was

almost religious in nature. The Athenians worshiped the abstractions of
"Democracy"
and "Freedom," the latter as part of the cult of Zeus
Eleutherios

("Zeus

the Freedom-Giver")-deities

Persia. Xenophon,

B.C.
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for example, makes Cyrus the Younger explain to his

Greek mercenaries before the battle of Cunaxa (401 B.C.) why he has hired
them to fight his own people:
Men of Greece, it is not because I do not have enough barbarian troops that
I halveled you here to fight on my behalf. But rather I brought you here because I thought you were braver and stronger than many barbarian soldiers, Therefore make sure that you will be worthy of the freedom
[eleutherlas] that you possess and for which I greatly admire you. For you

that did more for the

know well that freedom [eleutherianJ is one trait that I would choose be-

average Athenian than Ahura Mazda had ever done for a Persian subject.
Herodotus himself editorialized of the victory at Salamis, "Greece was
saved by the Athenians ... who, having chosen that Greece should live

fore everything else that I have and much more besides. (Anabasis 1.7.3--4)

and preserve her freedom, roused to battle the other Greek states which
had not yet submitted" (7.139). Almost a year later at the battle of Plataea,

This passage reflects all the traditional stereotypes of a Greek author.
Still, we should not forget three salient facts. One, Xenophon himself was
a vetenan of campaigns in which Greeks defeated Asian troops on every
occasion. Two, Darius, Xerxes, Cyrus, and Artaxerxes (and Darius III to
come) all hired large numbers of Greek mercenaries, while almost no

the Hellenic alliance required each soldier before the battle to swear an
oath beginning, "I shall fight to the death, and r shall not count my life
more valuable than freedom" (Diodorus 11.29.3). After the conclusion of

Greek poleis-and

the war, the Greeks dedicated a monument of their victory at the sanctuary at Delphi with the inscription "The saviors of wide Greece set up this

where :in the Mediterranean
world-ever
sought out Persian infantry.
Three, Cyrus acknowledges that the priceless freedom he alone enjoys by

monument,
having delivered
(Diodorus 11.33.2).

their city-states

from a loathsome

slavery"

Not only did ancient observers believe that Salamis and the other battles of the Persian Wars were fought on behalf of freedom against a "loathsome slavery," but in an abstract sense they agreed that being free was the
foundation

for the battle morale that would overcome

bers and wealth of any potential
ated battle proficiency
the superior

repeatedly

associ-

with a free militia; freedom in itself did not ensure

victory but gave an army an advantage
out

the superior num-

enemy. Greek authors

generalship,

that might on any occasion cancel

numbers,

or equipment

of an enemy.

many had capital to employ troops from almost every-

virtue of being an autocrat

in Persia is extended

on the other side of the

Aegean Sea to the common man. Seventy years later at Cunaxa, not far
from where the Ten Thousand had routed their Persian adversaries,
Alexander the Great, who had done as much as anyone to destroy Greek
freedom, nevertheless reminded his Macedonians on the eve of the battle
of Gaugarnela (331 B.C.) that they would win easily. They were, the king
boasted, still free men fighting against the slave subjects of Persia.
Th10Ughout Greek literature the singularity
of Greek freedom is
made ciear, a strange idea that seems in its abstract sense not to have ex-

troops, nev-

isted in' any other culture of the time, but emerged in the seventh and
sixth centuries among Greek-speakers
in the small, relatively isolated

ertheless had no doubt about this relationship between freedom and military excellence. Of the free city-state, he wrote: "Infantrymen
of the polis
think it is a disgraceful thing to run away, and they choose death over
safety through flight. On the other hand, professional soldiers, who rely
from the outset on superior strength, flee as soon as they find out they are
outnumbered,
fearing death more than dishonor" (Nicomachean Ethics

farming valleys of the mainland, the Aegean islands, and the western
Greek coast of Asia Minor. The word "freedom" or its equivalent-like
the
equally odd "citizen" (polites), "consensual government"
(politeia), and
"democracy" (demokratia, isegoria)-.seems not to be found in the lexicon
of contemporary
ancient languages other than Latin (e.g., libertas; cf.
civis, reS publica). Neither tribal Gauls to the north nor sophisticated

3.1116b16-23).
There was always the obvious contrast of free Greeks with the largely
multicultural
army of serfs who were routinely mustered by imperial

Egyptia$s
ideas. !

Aristotle,

who lived in an age of increasing

use of mercenary

south

Thelfreedom
,

ii:
r· .'

of the Mediterranean

entertained

such preposterous

of the Greek city-states

was not the defacto

freedom

of
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tribal nomads who seek only to roam unchecked. The historian Diodorus,
for example, admitted that even wild animals fight for their "freedom."
Nor was it the unbridled latitude that the elite rulers in a ranked society
such as Persia or Egypt enjoyed. Rather, the Greeks' discovery of eleutheria turned out to be a concept that could transcend the vagaries of time
and space-urban
and rural, a dense or a sparse landscape, consensual
government

defined as in oligarchies,

male citizen. We must be careful not to expect perfection from the first
two centuries of freedom's existence; we should instead appreciate how
peculiar it was to have appeared so early in any form at all.

The Meaning of Freedom

or broadly prac-

If we were to ask a Greek sailor at Salamis, "What is this freedom you row

ticed as in democracies. It ensured the individual citizen freedom of association, freedom to elect representatives,
freedom to own property and
acquire wealth without fear of confiscation, and freedom from arbitrary

fori,' he might provide a four-part answer. First, freedom to speak what he
pleased. The Greeks, in fact, had not one, but two, words for free speech:

punishment
Within

that was narrowly
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and coercion.
the more than 1,000 city-states

not everyone was free. In the

isegoria, equality in the right to speak publicly in the Assembly, and
parthesia, the right to say what one wished. As Sophocles put it, "Free men
have free tongues" (frg. 927a)-and

we see just such unfettered

expression

four-century
history of the autonomous
polis (700-300 B.C.) there were
gradations
in which property qualifications
were high, moderate, and
nonexistent, and office-holding was variously open to the few, many, and
all. In many cases there were nominal citizens who could not vote or voice

not only
Councils
evacuate
Corinth,

their opinions

when and how. Statesmen such as Eurybiades, Thernistocles, Adeimantus,
and the other generals shouted and screamed at each other in heated open

so freely and publicly-though

states never attempted
cial, cultural,

even the most oligarchic

to establish a theocracy

and economic

behavior

that might control

the so-

of its subjects. Western autocracies

on the Athenian stage but throughout
the campaign at Salamis.
were called constantly. The Athenians debated on whether to
Attica, the Peloponnesians
whether to fight at the Isthmus of
and all the Greeks whether to stake all at Salamis-and
then,

disputation.

These nearly constant

deliberations

Herodotus

characterized

in general that did arise never succeeded to the degree of Eastern despots
in controlling the lives of their subjects. Still, none of the city-states from
the Black Sea to southern Italy extended political equality to women,

as "wars of words" or "a great pushing match of words." Before the battle,
men in the streets freely offered their opinions-what
the historian

slaves, and foreigners.

to utopian

fanned out to monitor

Plato, and

triremes named Demokratia, Eleutheria, and Parrhesia-nomenclature
that would have gotten their captains decapitated in the Persian armada.
The idea that a Persian ship would be called Free Speech is inconceivable.
Such license was not present on the Persian side. The result was inferior strategy, a high command removed from the realities of the fleet, and

thinkers

Such laudable

concepts

and comic poets like Aristophanes,

were confined

the pre-Socratics,

the Stoic philosophers.
In regard to such Greek political discrimination,
we might keep in
mind tV{Qconsiderations.
First, by and large, the sins of the Greeks-slavery, sexism, economic exploitation,
ethnic chauvinism-are
largely the
sins of man common
world-foreigners,

to all cultures at all times. The "others" in the Greek
slaves, women-were

also "others" in all other soci-

eties of the time (and sometimes continue to be "marginalized"
in nonWestern cultures today, if the continuance
of slavery in Africa, the caste
system in India, and the mutilation of women is any indication). Second,

Diodorus

called the "unrest of the masses"-and

generals in consequence

the public pulse. Later the Athenians

no sense that any Persian

admiral

had any hand

even had their

in the plan of attack.

Aeschylus makes a chorus of Persian elders lament that the defeat at
Salamis boded ill: "No longer will men keep a curb on their tongues; for

concept that has

now people are free to express their thoughts as they pleased once the
yoke of imperial power has been broken" (Persians 591-92). The Spartan
turncoat Demaratus advises Dicaeus not to voice his fears for the Persian

no logical restrictions on its ultimate development once it is hatched. The
early poleis of the seventh and sixth centuries insisted on property quali-

fleet before his king, Xerxes: "Keep your silence and speak to no other person. If your words were reported to the king, you will lose your head"

fications, which were dropped by Athens and other democracies in the
fifth. By the Macedonian conquest of the fourth century, in literature, on

(Herodotus 8.65). After the battle the Phoenician admirals came to Xerxes
to complain that they had been betrayed by the Ionian Greeks, who had

the stage, in philosophical
debate and oratory, Greeks were calling for a
freedom and equality that might extend to others besides the native-born

deserted the Persian cause. Their criticism displeased Xerxes, and so he
had them all decapitated. As Greek rowers closed on their enemy, they

freedom

is an evolving idea, a miraculous

and dangerous
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that they could air their concerns

about the

Persian sailors realized that to do so might mean their

other mechanisms
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in the East to protect private wealth from confiscation

or arbitrary taxa tion.

own immediate execution.
Second, the Greek rowers at Salamis also fought with the belief that
their governments at Athens, Corinth, Aegina, Sparta, and the other states

Later Eastern armies brought along their money into battle, while
their Western counterparts
left it at home, trusting in the law to protect
the private capital of the free citizen. At Lepanto Ali Pasha hid a treasure

of the Panhellenic

alliance were based on the consent of the citizenry. Men

on his flagship, Sultana, while Don Juan had none of his personal fortune

like Themistocles

and Eurybiades

on the !Reale. Had the Greeks lost at Salamis, Attica would immediately

were either elected directly by the peo-

ple or appointed
by popular representatives.
At Salamis Greek rowers
rammed their opponents' ships on the assurance that the battle was of

have become the private domain of the Great King, who in turn would
have distributed it to favored elites and relatives, who further would have

their own choosing; the invaders who drowned accepted the stark truth
that they were in the channel solely because of the fancy of the Persian

sharecrppped
it to ex-soldiers under less-than-favorable
conditions.
Freedom is the glue of capitalism, that amoral wisdom of the markets that
most efficiently allots goods and services to a citizenry.

king. Over the long haul, men fight better when they know that they have
had the freedom

to choose the occasion

as was routine,
the Spartans

were whipped
willingly decided

Finally, the Greeks at Salamis entertained

of their own deaths.

In the aftermath of Salamis the Greek veterans of
awards for heroism and commendation.
In contrast,
brought their lists down from Xerxes' perch to mete out
the Persian disaster. Earlier at the battle of Thermopylae,

the battle voted
imperial scribes
punishment for
Persian soldiers,

by their officers to charge the Greeks, while
to sacrifice themselves

to the man for the

a freedom

of action. Some

stubborn Athenians, for example, chose to stay in the city and thus die on
the acropolis. Other Peloponnesians
remained at home to fortify the isthmus. Throughout the campaign refugees, soldiers, and onlookers came
and went, some to Aegina, others to Troezen and Salamis as they saw fit.
When Pythius the Lydian dared act individually,
cut in two, No Athenian

contemplated

King Xerxes had his son

slicing to pieces any of his fellow

cause of Greek freedom. Hitting a Greek hoplite while on campaign might
prompt a public audit of a general's conduct. Lashing Persian infantry

citizensiwho preferred not to follow the general decree of the Assembly to
evacuaty Attica. Aristotle notes of freedom that the key principle is "a man

was seen as essential in maintaining
the morale of the Persian army.
Themistocles,
rebuked by his own sailors, pilloried in the Athenian As-

should l~ve as he pleases. This, they say, is the mark of liberty, since, on the
other hand, not to live as a man wishes is the mark of a slave" (Politics

sembly, and attacked in the Panhellenic council, rowed to victory beside
his own men, while Xerxes sat on an ornate stool far above the channelwith everyone of his impressed sailors below terrified that the eye of the
Great King was upon him. Coercion and fear of execution can be won-

6.1317bil 0-13). This idea of freedom as the unfettered ability to choose is
championed in Pericles' majestic funeral speech, recorded in the second
book of, Thucydides' history: "The freedom which we enjoy in our government extends also to our ordinary life. There, far from exercising a
jealous Jurveillance over each other, we do not feel called upon to be an-

derful

incentives

to fight, but the Greeks were right that freedom

in the

Third, the Greeks at Salamis freely had the right to buy and sell property, pass it on, and to improve or neglect it as they saw fit, immune

from

political or religious coercion or confiscation. Even the landless sailor at
Athens, in theory, could open a shop, trade his leather goods for a small
vineyard,

or hire himself out as a teamster, in the hopes of eventually ob-

taining some capital and land for his children. Most of those who
drowned at Salamis worked vast estates owned by kings, satraps, gods, or
aristocrats.

I

gry with our neighbor

long run is a far better motive still.

Men fight better when they believe that war will preserve their

own property and not that of someone else. When the Persians vacated
Greece, stories abounded of the vast hordes of precious metals and bullion left behind-understandable
when we realize there were no banks or

for doing what he likes." At Athens, he adds a little

later, '\~e live exactly as we please" (2.37, 39). In the Persian army such
freedorri was restricted to the Achaemenid elite. If it existed for a few rowers in the fleet, it was a result of laxity in control,
favor wilth the king, to be revoked at his whim-not

or through

kinship

or

as an innate, legal,

and absyact privilege for all citizens.
A Persian sailor who preferred to stay behind in occupied Attica, who
argued with his satrap or walked on Xerxes' beach without permission,
was as likely to be punished as his counterpart across the strait on Salamis
was to b~ left alone. Western armies, it is true, are often unruly. At Salamis
it was a miracle that there was any unity in attack or even a rough agreement on an operational plan among so many diverse and independent

I
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entities-such
pre-battle squabbling between
wreck the Christian effort in the hours before
dom of action again pays dividends in battle.
vise and act spontaneously
if they are assured
beheaded. Their energies are not diverted to
cution.
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Even when constitutional

freemen would also nearly
Lepanto. Nevertheless, freeSoldiers and sailors improthey will not be whipped or
hiding failure in fear of exe-

Free men fight openly with the trust that later audit and inquiry

before the battle. The Greeks marshaled

the continual sacrificial
ened the Greeks about

for one last general as-

sembly in the minutes before rowing out. Greek triremes singly and in
groups joined at the last moment from the nearby islands and defected
from the Persian armada itself. The Athenian conservative Aristides on his
own initiative

was retarded

and lost, and the

classical legacy almost forgotten, the Western tradition of economic and
cultural liberality nevertheless survived enough to lend a European king's
subjects more freedom than a conscript in an imperial Chinese army, a
Janissary of the sultan, or one of Montezuma's flower warriors, who were
subject to a degree of social, economic, and thought control unknown in
most of Europe. What frightened Cortes's men about Aztecs, aside from

by their peers will sort out the cowards from the brave.
Themistocles on his own accord sent a secret deceptive message to the
Persians

government
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landed on the island of Psyttaleia to expel the Persian gar-

British about the Zulus, and the Americans
servience of the individual

about the Japanese: the sub-

to the state, or the notion

that a subject, with-

out rights, might be summarily executed for speaking or even keeping
silent in a way that displeased a monarch, emperor, or priest.
While

rison. All were individual and free acts done by those who themselves
were used "to do as they pleased." Freedom of speech draws on collective

slaughter on 'the Great Pyramid, is what frightXerxes, the Venetians about the Ottomans, the

strict

obedience

fueled

by unquestioned

devotion

brings

wisdom and is thus critical among high command. In the heated debate
over the defense of Salamis, Plutarch relates that Themistocles snarled to

strengths to the battlefield, nevertheless when the central nerve center of
such a regimented society is severed-a
Montezuma kidnapped, a Xerxes
or Darius III riding away from battle in open flight, a Zulu Cetshwayo

his rival Eurybiades,

hunted down, a Japanese admiral committing

who was in charge of the Peloponnesian

fleet and

had expressed little inclination
to fight for the Athenians at Salamis,
"Strike me, but at least hear me out!" (Themistocles 11.3). And he did-

. Freedom
ideas of freedom,

originating

in Battle
from the early Hellenic concept of

politics as consensual government
(politeia) and from an open economy
that gave the individual opportunity
to profit (kerdos), protected his land

(kleros), and offered some independence
coercion

and drudgery,

(autonomia) and escape from
were to playa role at nearly every engagement in

suicide-the

will of the co-

often vanishes with him, leaving either fa-

talism or panic in its wake. Japan surrendered
conceded; America fought when President

and the Greeks won.

Western

erced serf or imperi~lsubject

only when its emperor

Roosevelt's

declaration

of war

was passed by an elective legislature, and ceased when the same body ratified the peace proposals of President Truman .
Freedom turns out to be a military asset. It enhances the morale of the
army asawhole: it gives confidence to even the lowliest of soldiers; and it
draws on the consensus of officers rather than a single commander.
Freedom is more than mere autonomy, or the idea that men always fight
well on their home soil to repel the invader. The Persians who were defeated at Mycale (479 B.C.), and those years later who were annihilated

by

which Western soldiers fought. Freedom, along with other elements of the

Alexander the Great (334-323 B.C.), fought as defensive

Western

foreign aggression from their homeland. But they were defeated as serfs in
service to the sovereignty and home soil of Achaemenid
Asia, not as

paradigm,

would help to nullify customary

European

in manpower, immobility, and vulnerable supply lines.
It is easy to identify the role of freedom among
Europeans
tramural

at Salamis, less so at Mexico City, Lepanto-or
Western

fights such as Agincourt,

weakness

the ranks

of

or Germans

of freedom

and the Allies in World War 1, their shared measure

on both sides of the battle line was not even remotely

in armies outside

of Europe.

to repel

freemen for the ideal of freedom.

among the in-

Waterloo, and the Somme. Yet

whatever differences there were between the French and English of the
Middle Ages, the French and English at the beginning of the nineteenth
century,

troops

present

THE

LEGACY

OF SALAMIS

The interest of the world's history hung trembling in the balance. Oriental
despotism, a world united under one lord and sovereign, on the one side,
and separate states, insignificant in extent and resources, but animated by
free individuality, on the other side, stood front to front in array of battle.
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and that of no contemptible

of spiritual

amount,
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power over material

been made so gloriously

than unfree, and that the most free of the free-the

bulk,

manifest.

of History (2.2.3)-

a melodramatic
judgment at odds with Arnold Toynbee, who in one of his
more foolish asides suggested that a Greek loss to Xerxes might have been
good for Hellenic civilization: the omnipresent
despot at least bringing
them relief from their own internecine rivalry. Toynbee should have examined carefully the fate of sixth-century Ionia and the demise of its preeminence

in philosophy,

free government,

and unfettered

Athenians-fought

the best of all.
For ~he next three and a half centuries

So wrote Georg Hegel of Salamis in his Philosophy
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expression

Hellenic-inspired

armies-the

after Salamis,

Ten Thousand,

Alexander the Great, and the mercenaries

murderous

the Macedonians

of Pyrrhus-possessed

under
of supe-

rior technology and shock tactics, would run wild from southern Italy to
the Indus River. The unmatched architecture of Greece, from the temple
of Zeus af Olympia

to the Parthenon

at Athens; the timeless literature

of

Greece, 10m Attic tragedy, comedy, and oratory to Greek history itself;
the rise 9f red-figure vase painting, mastery of realism and idealism in
sculpture,

and the expansion

of the idea of democracy-all

of this pro-

under a century of Eastern rule.
A Greek defeat at Salamis would have ensured the end of Western civilization and its peculiar institution of freedom altogether. Ionia, the is-

ceeded fr?m the Persian Wars, prompting literary and artistic historians
properly ,0 mark the Greek victory as the fault line between the Archaic

lands, arid the Greek mainland

and classical ages.

satrapy

of Persia. Those

would have all been occupied as a Western

few Greeks surviving

Italy or Sicily would have succumbed
consequential

backwaters

in an eastern

as autonomous

states in

to Persian attack, or remained
Mediterranean

in-

that was already

essentia!lya
Persian and Carthaginian
lake. Without a free Greek mainland, the unique culture of the polis would have been lost, and with that
ruin the values of a nascent Western civilization

itself. In 480

B.C.

democ-

racy itself was only twenty-seven years old, and the idea of freedom a
mere two-centuries-old
concept shared by only a few hundred thousand
rustics in a backwater of the eastern Mediterranean.
What allowed Rome
later to dominate Greece and Carthage was its deadly army, its ability to
marshal manpower
through levies of free citizens, its resilient constitution in which civilians oversaw military

operations,

and its dynamic

sci-

entific tradition which produced everything from catapults to advanced
siegecraft and superb arms and armor. Yet most of these practices were either directly borrowed from the Greeks or Greek-inspired.
After Salamis the free Greeks would never fear any other
power until they met the free Romans

foreign

of the republic. No Persian king

would ever again set foot in Greece. For the next 2,000 years no Easterner
would claim Greece as his own until the Ottoman conquest of the Balkans
in the fifteenth

century

overran

an impoverished,

unaided,

and largely

forgotten Byzantine Hellas. Before Salamis Athens was a rather eccentric
city-state whose experiment with a radical democracy was in its twentyseven-year-old
infancy, and the verdict on its success was still out. After
Salamis an imperial democratic culture arose at Athens that ruled the
Aegean and gave us Aeschylus, Sophocles,
the Parthenon,
Pericles,
Socrates, and Thucydides. Salamis proved that free peoples fought better

Ther

l

is one final irony about Salamis and the idea of freedom.

Greek victory

not merely saved the West by ensuring

that

The

Hellenism

would survive after a mere two centuries of polis culture. Just as important, it wa,s also a catalyst for the entire Athenian democratic renaissance,
which ra~ically altered the evolution of the city-state by giving free people even more freedom-beyond

the imagination

of any agrarian

hoplite

soldier of\the seventh century B.C. As Aristotle saw more than a century
and a halfllater, what had been a rather ordinary Greek polis, in the midst
of a recertt experiment of allowing the native-born poor to vote-the
soon-to-by heroes of Salamis-would
suddenly inherit the cultural leadership of q;reece.
Before Salamis most Greek city-states enforced a strict property qualification that limited full citizenship to about a third of the resident-born
populati01, worried about the volatility and license of the uneducated,
impoveris~ed, and transient. Because Salamis was a victory of the poorer
"naval cro~. d," not an infantry triumph of the small landowner, in the
next centu' y the influence of Athenian landless oarsmen would increase
substantial y. The humble and indigent would demand political representation commensurate
with their prowess on the all-important
seas. In the
West thos9 who fight demand political recognition. This newlyernpowered navallclass refashioned Athenian democracy into a particularly unpredictabl~ and aggressive imperial power of free citizens who could
decide to d,o pretty much as they pleased on any given day through a majority vote of the Assembly. The will of the people would soon build the
temples onithe acropolis, subsidize the tragedians, send triremes throughout the Aegean-but
also exterminate the Melians and execute Socrates.
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Marathon
had created the myth of Athenian
navy had now superseded it.

infantry;

with Salamis the

Plato argued that while Marathon had started the string of Greek successes and Plataea had finished it, Salamis "made the Greeks worse as a

entitlement.

The courageous

oarsmen

B.C.
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of Salamis and their publicly con-

structed

and owned ships changed

all that in an afternoon.

Once un-

leashed,

radical

was a virus

the

political

freedom

that

even

most

people." Democracy was to Plato a degenerate form of government, and
its rabble-rousing
citizens little more than "bald-headed tinkers" who de-

autocratic of Western strongmen would have trouble extinguishing.
With the Aegean wide open after the retreat of the Persian fleet at
Salamis, and Athens now at the vanguard of the Greek resistance, radical

manded

democracy

rights that they had not earned, an equality of result rather than

and its refutation

of the static old polis were at hand. The

of opportunity,
and majority vote in place of the rule of law. Before
Salamis, Greek city-states embraced an entire array of constitutional prohibitions that limited the extension of this radical, new, and peculiar idea

philosophers
may have hated Salamis-Plato's
thoughts on the battle
were near treasonous-but
Themistocles'
and his rowers' victory at

of freedom-property

Western forces and expanded the idea of freedom itself. Forty thousand
drowned imperial subjects in the strait of Salamis could attest well
enough to the power of an idea.

qualifications

those landowners
complete absence
the traditional

to vote, wars fought exclusively by

whose capital and income gave them privilege, and a
of taxes, navies, and imperialism. Those protocols of

free agrarian

city-state

had defined freedom and equality

in terms of a minority of the population who had ample capital, education, and land. Before Salamis the essence of the polis was not so much
equality

for all, but the search for moral virtue for all, guided by a con-

sensus of properly qualified, gifted, and free men.
Plato, Aristotle, and most other Greek thinkers

from Thucydides

to

Xenophon,

in the aftermath

of

who were wary of what had transpired

Salamis, were not just elitists. Rather, they saw inherent dangers in the latitude and affluence that snowballed from a radically democratic government, state entitlement,
election by lot, subsidy for civic participation,
free expression,

and free markets. Without

innate checks and balances, in

this more reactionary view, a freedom-mad
polis would inevitably turn
out a highly individualistic
but self-absorbed
citizen whose unlimited
freedoms and rights would preclude communal sacrifices or moral virtue.
Prominent

Western

Hegel, Nietzsche,
reservations

philosophers

after

Plato

and dozens of others-would

about

this singular

and Aristotle-Hobbes,
express nearly identical

idea of democracy

that gave unlimited

political freedom to citizens on the basis of an inalienable right-that
men in general are born and should die as freemen.
Better, the conservatives felt, that government policy should hinge on
a majority
financial
should
courage,
should

vote of only those educated
solvency.

War-like

and informed

the battles

be for the defense of real property,
not

mere

technology,

public

own their own farms, provide

taxes and centralized
nomic security-not

citizens with some

at Marathon

and Plataea-

on land, and require

warships,

or numbers.

their own weapons,

martial
Citizens

be free from

government, and be responsible for their own ecoseek wage labor, public employment, or government

Salamis had not only saved Greece and the West but irrevocably

energized

Salamis was not a reprieve, but proved to be the beginning of something entirely unseen in the eastern Mediterranean:
the Western way of
war was unleashed beyond the borders of Greece. In a mere century and
a half, the military practices that had saved the Greek fleet a few thousand
yards off the Athenian coast would put Alexander
eastward on the Indus River.

the Great 3,000 miles

